
About the 
Author
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Charlotte Brontë was born in 1816. Her father was a 
clergyman1 and the family lived in a parsonage2 in Haworth, 
a small village in Yorkshire. Her mother died when she was 

3

sister, Emily. However, when Maria and Elizabeth both died 
4

home. 

5 in 

later to teach there. 
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school in Haworth together with her sisters Emily and 

6 writing. 

Poems by Currer, Ellis and Acton Bell (the sisters all had 
7

Jane Eyre

1 clergyman: priest 
2 parsonage:

England gives a priest to live in
3 brought up: looked after (a child)
4 tuberculosis:
5 governess: woman who lives with a family 

and teaches their children at home
6 turned to: started
7 pseudonyms:

instead of their own names
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About the 
Book
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Jane Eyre (1847) is set 1 in the Yorkshire Dales2 in Victorian 
3. It was not a conventional4

Jane Eyre 5

novel tells the story of a poor orphan6

can be seen as a Bildungsroman7.

1 is set: takes place in
2 dales: hills and valleys
3 Victorian Britain: see page 13
4 conventional: traditional or ordinary
5 growth: (here) development, both physical and emotional
6 orphan: child with no parents
7 Bildungsroman: novel which follows the growth and 

emotional development of the central character
8 boarding school:
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goes to boarding school8

wants to be a respected and independent woman. Her choices 
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Before 
Reading

1 Look at these pictures of Jane Eyre. Match the correct 
description to each picture.

a Jane with her cousin in her aunt’s home.

b Jane with her friend at boarding school.

c Jane with her pupil when she is a governess.

d Jane with her beloved as an independent woman.

2 What kind of person do you think Jane Eyre is? 
Work with a partner and write a list of possible 
words to describe her. 

1 2

3 4
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3 Jane Eyre is an orphan. Here is a definition of the word 
“orphan”.

 Look at these groups of different people in the story.  
Use a dictionary to help you with any words you do not 
understand. Match the correct title to the group of people.

____ a aunt uncle cousin

____ b teacher superintendent owner monitor pupil

____ c governess housekeeper servant ward maid

4 Match the titles from Exercise 3 to the sentences below.

____ a Jane Eyre works as a governess at Thornfield Hall. 
Her little ward is called Adela. The housekeeper, Mrs 
Fairfax, is friendly and kind. Jane meets and gradually 
falls in love with the owner of the house, Mr Rochester.

____ b The only nice teacher at Lowood is the superintendent 
Miss Temple. The owner, Mr Brocklehurst, is very strict.

____ c When Jane Eyre’s parents die she is sent to live with 
her aunt and uncle and her cousins: the Reed family.

orphan [}Crf3n]
(noun) a child whose parents are dead.

❶ School       ❷ House      ❸ Family

9
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5 Match the words from the story with the pictures.

slates
 advertisement

stool
easel
piano

drawing
sewing

benches

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f g 

h 
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6 Use each of the words from Exercise 5 to complete the 
following sentences.

a In the library there was an _______________ for painting.

b I wanted to look for a new job so I decided to put an 

_______________ in the newspaper.

c I was standing on a _______________ in the middle of the 

room and everyone was looking at me.

d When Mr Brocklehurst entered the schoolroom everyone 

stopped writing on their _______________ and stood up.

e I decided to spend the afternoon doing some 

_______________ for Adela’s lessons the next day so I 

went upstairs to get some paper and pencils.

f Grace Poole does the _______________ and other jobs. 

g Girls of all ages were sitting on wooden _______________ 

on each side of long tables. 

h I heard her invite him to sing while she played the 

_______________.

11
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7 Look at this picture of different kinds of rural Victorian 
transport. Match these words to the numbers in the picture.

a 

b c 

d 

on foot
open carriage 

coach
on horse
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8 Read the following text about Victorian Britain. 

 Work with a partner and write a list of the differences 
between life now and in Victorian times. Discuss with 
another pair.

times was not the same as it is 
now. There were big differences 

Transport was very different too. 

Most people travelled on foot or by coach for longer 

distances. Only richer people had horses to ride or 

Queen 
Victoria

13



Jane Eyre14



1. Gateshead Hall1. Gateshead Hall
2 

room1

I went into the breakfast room and chose a book from the 
bookcase2. Then I climbed into the window seat3 behind the 

room was empty.

1 drawing room: comfortable 

relaxing

2 bookcase: 
3 window seat: seat below 

a window
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Jane Eyre

1 bullied:

2 took my side:

1

2. The servants were too afraid and his 

lifted his hand and hit me hard. I fell back a step or two from his 
chair.

3 
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1. Gateshead Hall
3

4 5

He ran towards me, grabbed6

7 and Miss Abbot the maid8 behind them. 

someone say.

3 have no right: are not 

4 wicked: bad 
5 cruel:

6 grabbed:
7 nurse: (here) woman who takes care of 

8 maid: (here) woman who works as a 

4 
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Jane Eyre

the door."

tried to escape.

mad cat."

1 
2 is 

JANE
 What do we know about Jane? Tick ( ) the correct boxes.

     She is an orphan.
     She has no money.
     She is not happy.
     She is not welcome in the home where she lives.
     She has a good relationship with her cousins.
     She is a servant in the house.

1 owe a lot to: need to thank
2 poorhouse:

5 
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